Supply chain attacks have become ubiquitous recently. One study by Nokia (via Mimecast) concluded that "2021 has become known as the year of the supply chain attack."

The use of third-party code in enterprise software has made all sorts of products vulnerable to attack. In the last year, a number of large cyber incidents were due to vulnerable or compromised software components that have either gone undetected or have no patch to mitigate them. Security teams had to drop everything to analyze both the products they use and the supply chain software within their own code.

We have seen a number of examples of these. Sunburst, a bit of malware that exploits a vulnerability in business software, opened a backdoor to the systems of thousands of organizations worldwide. Log4Shell took advantage of a vulnerability in Log4j2, a common open source piece of code used globally by Java developers.

In March, the identity authentication company Okta disclosed that more than 300 of its clients had been breached in a ransomware attack where two supply chain issues converged. First, its customer service contractor, Sitel, was targeted by attackers, but Okta had little visibility into its security; it took two months for Okta to announce which customers were affected. Second, the environment was complicated because Sitel had just acquired a rival customer experience vendor, Sykes, whose legacy network was the target of the breach.

Traditional security controls come up short in defending against these attacks. In the Sunburst attack, compromised certificates were used to avoid detection by traditional or "next-gen" antivirus tools and other malware detection products. It took security analysts recognizing that a second multifactor authentication device was being registered without the user’s knowledge to ultimately uncover one of the largest-scale attacks against our infrastructure in recent history.

Since we need to detect zero-day attacks as they are occurring, we can no longer rely on traditional safeguards such as code-signing certificates and "known-bad" detection methods like indicators of attack (IOA) and indicators of compromise (IOC).

Service accounts with non-expiring passwords and unchecked activity between workloads are being used to move laterally across systems and reach the crown jewels much more rapidly than in previous years. CrowdStrike noted in 2021 that many adversaries had decreased breakout time to under 30 minutes, over an hour faster than the average speed from initial infiltration to performing lateral movement into other systems and workloads.
Like nesting Russian dolls, supply chain vulnerabilities can hide inside software updates signed by legitimate vendors, which makes them even harder to detect and mitigate. What can be done to detect insider threats, credential misuse, supply chain compromises and zero-day vulnerabilities that may be targeting our core infrastructure and workloads?

One approach is to focus on workloads themselves by limiting their behavior to only what is needed while blocking anomalous or malicious activity. It requires segmentation of workloads, continuous monitoring and dynamic enforcement of policies to adapt to changes in the environment.

With these shorter breakout times now being observed, organizations are frequently being forced by their cyber-insurers to show they have implemented effective segmentation policies. This approach makes sense since it limits the impact of a supply chain attack, ensuring that even a trusted workload cannot change its behavior—for example, by connecting to external applications unexpectedly or to a new database server containing critical data.

Continuously analyzing changing behaviors of workloads against a positive baseline is an effective approach for detecting threats that bypass traditional cloud security methods that use point-in-time, rearview-mirror assessments. By establishing what constitutes normal and acceptable workload activity and enforcing this behavior, companies with complex supply chains can defend against previously unpredictable security breaches.
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